THE DOHA DECEPTION
CLIMATE CHANGE CRISIS “CULT” MISLEADS
GOVERNMENTS, TERRORIZES CITIZENS, & WASTES
RESOURCES i (SEE END NOTE FOR REFERENCES)
FACTS – The UN Climate Change predictions are:
1. Incomplete. The UN/IPCC reports exclude the overwhelming scientific

evidence that the sun is the main driver of climate change. Not CO2.
2. Inaccurate. Climate Change prediction models done on computer

have been wildly inaccurate; when accurate data is entered about
actual recent temperatures, the computer models cannot accurately
“hind-cast‟ (calculate temperature patterns in reverse).
3. Based on assumption. Some UN/IPCC –allied scientists have
assumed that CO2 drives temperature – but this has not been
scientifically proven. For the past 16 years, despite a rise in CO2, the
UK Met Office reports there has been no global warming.
4. Out of context. Global temperatures began being recorded in the late
1880s. But historic human records of temperature change date back
centuries and geological evidence dates back at least 500 million
years. In context, today’s climate and weather are perfectly normal.
5.

a. Real temperatures in red; IPCC predictions in dotted lines.
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5. Wasting resources. Fear of CO2 emissions has led to a “rush to renewable.”
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But “renewables‟ like wind and solar are unreliable energy producers. They
require 24/7 back-up power generation by gas-fired plants. This is wasteful
and very expensive for no energy benefit. It’s not “free‟ energy at all.
Factually incorrect. The climate change crisis cult has made people believe
that carbon dioxide (CO2) is a toxic gas in large quantity that threatens
human life. In fact, CO2 is the essence of life - without it there would be no
oxygen. CO2 is plant food, and more CO2 increases plant growth and crop
yields. CO2 is a trace element in the atmosphere– occurring at about 0.04%.
Economically devastating. Citizens of Western nations have been plunged
into fuel poverty in the UK, Ontario, Spain, and California as extreme “carbon
reduction‟ measures were enacted, driving consumer and business energy
prices sky-high while doing zero for the environment (see point 5. Above).
Clever investors get rich on carbon taxes/trades called “climate wealth‟ while
crushing consumers.
Based on one-sided research. Billions are spent on climate change research
dedicated to the unproven theory of man-made global warming through use
of fossil fuels; very little is spent on understanding more significant modifying
natural factors like the sun, volcanoes, ocean currents etc.
Rife with conflicts of interests. Agenda-driven ENGOs have invaded the UN
Climate organizations at all levels; scientists have been co-opted to be
“climate witnesses‟, wealthy speculators lead the charge, capitalizing on
carbon taxes, subsidies for renewable, and carbon trades at your expense.
Environmentally destructive & expensive. $1 trillion dollars spent in a decade
on “carbon reduction‟ – biofuels take up valuable food crops, and have no
net positive production of fuel. “Renewables” wastefully consume energy
resources for limited power generation in return, creating different kinds of
pollutions, emission, and human/wildlife damage – and no net benefit.

